Abstract. Given an undirected graph with prizes associated with its vertices and costs associated with its edges, the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem in graphs (PCSPG) consists of finding a subtree of this graph, so as to minimize the sum of the costs of its edges plus the prizes of the vertices not spanned. In this paper, we propose a knowledge guided tabu search (named K-TS) algorithm for the PCSPG which integrates several new (and important) ingredients, including two path-based move operators for generating neighboring solutions, a tabu search procedure for local optimization, two knowledge guided perturbation operators for escaping from local optimum, as well as a knowledge updating mechanism. Specially, for instances with special structures, we implement an innovative swap-vertex move operator which is shown to be significantly effective. Experiments results based on a subset of representative PC-SPG benchmarks show that, the proposed K-TS algorithm is overall highly effective, especially on several groups of special instances which are extremely difficult for the existing algorithms. K-TS also produces a number of remarkable results on the rooted version of PCSPG and the classical SPG.
Introduction
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with a set V (|V | = n) of vertices and a set E (|E| = m) of edges. Each vertex i ∈ V is associated with a real-valued prize p i ≥ 0 (vertex v is a customer vertex if p i > 0, and a non-customer or Steiner vertex otherwise), and each edge e ∈ E is associated with a real-valued cost c e ≥ 0. Then the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem in graphs (PCSPG) aims to find a subtree T (with vertices set V T and edges set E T respectively) of G, so as to minimize the sum of the costs of its edges plus the prizes of the vertices not spanned by T , i.e.:
M inimize f (T ) =
Specifically, if an additional source vertex is chosen as the root which must be part of any feasible solution, we get a rooted version of the PCSPG (named RPCST for short).
Moreover, the classical Steiner tree problem in graphs (SPG) [1] is a particular case of the PCSPG, if each terminal is associated with a high enough prize (corresponding to a customer vertex of the PCSPG, to ensure that every customer vertex must be spanned by any optimal PCSPG solution), and each Steiner vertex is associated with a prize equals to zero. Given that the classical SPG is NP-hard [2] , the PCSPG is at least as difficult as the SPG in the general case.
The PCSPG is relevant to model a number of network design problems, e.g., optic fibers, electricity, transportation, distribution (water, gas, heat) supply, etc. Due to its theoretical importance and wide practical applications, the PCSPG has been extensively investigated since it was proposed [3, 4] (where it firstly appeared as the so called node weighted Steiner tree problem). Many approaches have been proposed for solving the PCSPG, which could be mainly classified into three categories: approximation algorithms, exact algorithms and heuristics. Specifically, as a preprocessing technique, reduction tests like those introduced in [5] are used to transform the original graph to an equivalent graph of reduced size.
Among the approximation algorithms, a factor 3 approximation algorithm was first proposed in [6] . Later, Goemans and Williamson [7] used a primaldual scheme to derive a (2 − 1 n−1 )-approximation for the rooted PCSPG within complexity O(n 2 log n). By trying all possible choices for the root, they obtained a (2 − 1 n−1 )-approximation for the un-rooted PCSPG within a complexity of O(n 3 log n) [8] . Furthermore, a (2 − 1 n−1 )-approximation algorithm within O(n 2 log n) running time was introduced in [9] for the un-rooted PCSPG, which was subsequently extended to the rooted PCSPG in [10] . The new algorithm in [11] achieves an approximation ratio of (2− 2 n ) within O(n 2 log n) time. Recently, Archer et al. [12, 13] reported the best approximation ratio below 1.9672.
Several exact approaches based on different integer programming formulations are studied for the PCSPG, which aim to find provably optimal solutions (or improved lower bounds). Respectively, Lucena and Resende [14] presented a polyhedral cutting plane based algorithm, which yields 96 optimal solutions out of the 114 classical test instances (with up to 1000 vertices and 25000 edges). Ljubić et al. [15] re-formulated the PCSPG in a directed formulation and implemented a branch-and-cut algorithm which yields outstanding results (with all the 189 test instances solved to optimality, including 35 real-world instances with up to 1825 vertices and 214095 edges). Cunha et al. [16] used a Lagrangian non delayed relax and cut (NDRC) algorithm to generate primal and dual bounds to the problem. The proposed algorithm incorporates ingredients such as a new reduction test, a Lagrangian heuristic and a modification in the NDRC framework. Experimental results on a new group of difficult instances showed its competitiveness for solving the PCSPG.
As for heuristics, Canuto et al. [17] developed a multi-start local search algorithm for the PCSPG, based on a primal-dual algorithm for solution initialization, and a path-relinking procedure for post-optimization. Klau et al. [18] developed a new algorithmic framework consisting of an extensive preprocessing phase, a memetic search framework incorporated with an ILP-based exact subroutine. Goldbarg et al. [19] developed a trans-genetic algorithm hybridized with path-relinking. Biazzo et al. [20] studied the behavior of an algorithm derived from the cavity method, based on the zero temperature limit of the cavity equations. Notice that even the current best heuristic is not able to attain the known optimal values for all the existing benchmarks, meaning that there is still space for further improvement.
In this work, we propose several effective strategies for solving different types of PCSPG instances accordingly. Basically, for the most general instances, we develop a knowledge based tabu search (K-TS) algorithm, which incorporates four basic move operators (including two newly designed path-based move operators) for generating neighboring solutions, a tabu search procedure for local optimization, and two knowledge guided perturbation strategies for escaping from local optimum, as well as a learning based mechanism which aims to fully utilize the historical information discovered during the search process. Based on these ingredients, for some special instances, we implement for the first time a powerful swap-vertex based move operator, and combine it with the four basic move operators to form an enhanced algorithm. Experimental results on a subset of selected PCSPG challenging benchmarks show that, K-TS produces quite competitive results within reasonable time, especially for the special instances which have shown to be extremely difficult for the existing algorithms, indicating the importance of the swap-vertex based move operator. Finally, K-TS (with very slight adaption) also produces remarkable results on the rooted PCSPG and the classical SPG.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the main ideas of the proposed K-TS algorithm. Section 3 reports the results based on a number of selected challenging benchmarks. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper. The proposed algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. After reading the input graph, we at first attempt to identify its type, and then accordingly call a subroutine to solve it. More details are described below.
Proposed Approach for the PCSPG

Solution Representation
According to the problem definition, the optimal solution of the PCSPG must be a minimum spanning tree (MST) over the spanned vertices, indicating that a given solution could be uniquely represented by its spanned vertices. However, for the sake of efficient local search, we adopt the solution representation method used in [21, 22] . Given a specified root vertex, we uniquely represent each feasible solution by a one-dimensional vector T = {t i , i ∈ V }, where t i denotes the parent vertex of vertex i if i ∈ V T (excluding the root vertex, V T denotes the vertices set of T ), or t i = N ull otherwise. Note that in the broadly defined PCSPG, there is no vertex which should be necessarily spanned by any feasible solution. In the case that the current root vertex is deleted, we re-choose the customer vertex spanned by T with the highest prize as the new root vertex (all the t i values should be renewed subsequently).
Reduction Tests
For the sake of simplicity, we do not use reduction test in the proposed algorithm, although reduction tests have shown to be rather powerful in many cases [5] . Definitively, this would be a direction for further improvement.
Identify Instance Type
After reading the instance, we at first try to identify some special instances. For this purpose, we define as follows a normalized edge costs deviation σ.
where c e = ∑ e∈E ce |E| is the average cost of all the edges e ∈ E. Intuitively, a lower value of σ generally indicates lower differences of all the edge costs. Specifically, if σ = 0, it means all the edges have an uniform cost. This information may be useful to guide the search. For example, in the case σ = 0, once the set of customers are fixed, the solution cost completely depends on the number of Steiner vertices. Inspired by this observation, we identify the instances with σ < 0.05 as special instances and call the remaining instances as general ones.
For the general instances, we develop a knowledge guided iterated tabu search algorithm (detailed in Section 2.7). Based on it, in order to take advantage of the information of special instances, we develop a new swap-vertex move operator and combine it with the conventional techniques to tackle the special instances (detailed in Section 2.8).
The above algorithms, in their current form, are not suitable to solve large instances with more than 5000 vertices. Alternatively, we use a simple local search to find feasible solutions within reasonable time (detailed in Section 2.9).
In the following subsections, we first describe several commonly used basic elements, and then present the techniques developed for solving the general and the special instances respectively. Finally we show how we deal with large instances with more than 5000 vertices.
Preparation
For small or mid-sized instances (with n ≤ 5000), before running the algorithm, we first calculate and store the costs of the shortest path between any pair of vertices. Using Dijkstra's algorithm (with the aid of binary heap), this could be achieved within a complexity of O(m n log n). These values are stored in a n × n table and can be fetched directly during the search process, instead of recalculating them repeatedly.
Solution Initialization
In order to provide an initial solution, starting from a randomly chosen customer vertex i (let i be the original root vertex), we iteratively connect an enough good customer (while guaranteeing that the objective value after insertion would not increase), using the shortest path between the selected customer vertex and the incumbent partial solution. If there are more than one such customers available at an iteration, one of them is randomly chosen for connection. This process is repeated until no customer could be further connected. After that, in order to further improve the obtained solution, we use Kruskal's algorithm to re-construct a MST over the spanned vertices, to obtain a feasible solution that serves as the starting point of following algorithms.
This initialization method is uniform for all instances. The only slight difference is for large instances, the needed shortest paths are calculated temporarily, instead of previously calculating them in a pre-processing step (Section 2.4).
Basic Move Operators
The move operators are the basic elements of local search based approaches. Therefore, we first introduce several basic move operators for generating neighboring solutions, including two conventional move operators developed in [17] , and two path-based move operators newly developed in this paper. These four move operators are effective for solving general instances. In Section 2.8, we will introduce a new swap-vertex move operator specifically designed for the special instances.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, any optimal solution of the PCSPG could be uniquely characterized by its spanned vertices set V T . Consequently, given a solution T = (V T , E T ), if we insert a vertex i / ∈ V T to (respectively, remove a vertex i ∈ V T from) V T , the resulting minimum spanning tree (MST) is a neighboring solution of T (the unfeasible moves should be discarded), denoted by MST(V T ∪ {i}) (respectively, MST(V T \{i}). Corresponding to these two conventional move operators [17] , two sub-neighborhoods N 1(T ), N 2(T ) could be defined as follows:
Using novel dynamic data structures slightly adapted from [23] , at each iteration of local search, all the neighboring solutions belonging to N 1(T ) (respectively, N 2(T )) could be evaluated in O(m log n).
In addition to these two conventional move operators, we implement (for the first time to our knowledge) as follows two other move operators specifically designed for the PCSPG, which mainly focus on customer vertices.
Connect a Customer Vertex:
Add a path to connect a customer vertex i / ∈ V T , using the shortest path between vertex i and the incumbent solution T . The resulting neighboring solution is denoted by T ⊕ Connect Customer(T, i), whose objective value would be increased by the total cost on the inserted path minus the total prize of the inserted vertices. 2. Disconnect a Customer Vertex: Disconnect a customer vertex i ∈ V T (for convenience, we only consider leaf customer vertex here), by deleting vertex i associated with the edges which become useless (see [21] for more details about how to disconnect a leaf customer vertex). The corresponding neighboring solution is denoted by T ⊕ Disconnect Customer(T, i). The objective value would be decreased by the total cost of the deleted edges minus the total prizes of deleted vertices.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2 , starting from a sub-tree (b) of graph (a), it could be improved to (c) and (d) by connecting customer 3 and disconnecting customer 9 sequentially.
Similarly, corresponding to these two new move operators, two sub-neighborhoods (N 3(T ) and N 4(T ) respectively) of the incumbent solution T are defined as follows: 
Given these four sub-neighborhoods N 1-N 4, we define the composed neighborhood N (T ) as:
Algorithm for Solving General Instances
We use a knowledge guided iterated tabu search algorithm to solve the general instances (outlined in Algorithm 2). For preparation, we use a one-dimensional vector Z (with all values initialized to zeros) to record the frequency information (knowledge) of each vertex appearing in historically visited local optima. Accordingly, the number Cnt of visited local optima is also initialized to 0. After that, the algorithm repeatedly generates (randomly reconstruct from scratch or perturb from the incumbent solution) an initial solution and then calls a tabu search to improve the solution to a local optimum. The obtained solution is subsequently used to update vector Z, which would be used in the perturbation process. Once the stop condition is met, the best found solution is returned as the final solution.
During the first ten times (pre-learning phase), the initial solutions are randomly constructed (to reinforce diversity) using the method described in Section 2.5. After that, the search alternates between weak perturbations and strong perturbations to generate initial solutions. The search terminates once no further improvement is gained after a given number of (100 in this paper) consecutive rounds of solution initialization followed by tabu search. More details are given below. solution with a best neighboring solution. Nevertheless, using this local optimization procedure, local cycling may occur in some special cases. To address this drawback, we introduce as follows some memory-based mechanisms, to form a tabu search subroutine [24] . For each vertex i (customer of non-customer), we save in an array the last iteration I i when vertex i is included into or removed from the current solution. Then, before applying any one of above four move operators (corresponding to vertex i), we check at first whether the current iteration index is larger than
Tabu Search for Local Optimization
, where l in and l out are parameters indicating the length of the prohibition, i.e., the tabu tenures [24] 5 ] respectively). If this is not the case, the corresponding move is marked tabu and is thus prohibited, otherwise it is declared non-tabu that can be applied freely. This mechanism aims to avoid the inclusion of a recently removed vertex or the removal of a recently included vertex, unless the move meets the aspiration criterion, i.e., leading to a solution better than the overall best found solution. Guided by the above information, the tabu search subroutine examines all the non-tabu legal moves of N (T ) and iteratively applies the best legal move to the incumbent solution (no matter it leads to an improved solution or not), until the incumbent solution could not be improved after a given number M (fixed to 30 in this paper) of consecutive iterations. At this point, the best met solution T is returned as the solution found of one run of tabu search.
Knowledge Maintaining
In order to maintain the knowledge learned during the search process, after each run of tabu search, we use the obtained solution T to update the frequency vector Z as follows: for each vertex i, if i ∈ V T , we increase Z i by 1; otherwise we keep Z i unchanged. Synchronously, variable Cnt is also increased by 1. After that, the search enters into the next round of solution perturbation followed by tabu search. This process is repeated, until some specifically designed stop condition (no further improvement is gained after 100 consecutive rounds) is met.
Perturbation Strategies
After the pre-learning phase (first ten rounds), once tabu-search reaches a local optimum T , we try to perturb it to a new solution. For the tradeoff between intensification and diversification, we develop respectively a weak perturbation and a strong perturbation as follows.
For weak perturbation, we try to flip the status (insert an un-spanned vertex or remove a spanned vertex) of a number of vertices. More precisely, after randomly choosing a vertex i, if i ∈ V T , we flip its status with probability
Cnt+1 . Otherwise, we flip its status with probability Zi+1 Cnt+1 ("+1" is to ensure that the resulting probability belongs to (0, 1)) (unfeasible flips should be discarded). This process is repeated until a given number (randomly chosen between [1, |V T |]) of flips have been applied, resulting a new solution different from T .
In addition to the weak perturbation, we also implement a strong perturbation operator which reconstructs a solution after every ten rounds. For this, we first select a subset of promising customer vertices for connection, guided by the knowledge stored in the frequency vector Z. More precisely, for each customer vertex i, we add it to a candidate customer vertices set CV with probability
Zi+1
Cnt+1 . If no customer vertex is selected, a randomly chosen customer vertex is added into CV , to ensure that CV is not empty. After that, starting from a customer vertex i randomly chosen from CV , we iteratively connect the nearest customer vertex of CV , using the shortest path between the selected customer vertex and the incumbent partial solution, until all the customer vertices of CV are connected. After that, we re-construct a minimum spanning tree (MST) over the spanned vertices, to obtain a new feasible solution that serves as the starting point of the next round of tabu search.
Algorithm for Solving Special Instances
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for solving Special instances if Cnt < 1 then 7:
T ← Randomly Construct Initial Solution(G) 8:
if Cnt Mod 10=0 then 10:
T The knowledge based iterated tabu search described above is quite effective for the general instances, however, they do not perform very well for the special instances (with σ < 0.05), possibly due to their irregular landscapes. To clarify this point, we consider an instance with uniform edge cost (c e = 1, ∀e ∈ E) and highly enough prize of each customer for example. Clearly, in this case, all the customers should be connected, thus the objective value completely depends on the number of used Steiner vertices. It means optimizing the objective value is essentially equivalent to reducing the Steiner vertices. More precisely, adding a Steiner vertex (if feasible) would definitively increase the solution cost by 1, leading to a worse solution. On the contrast, although deleting a Steiner decreases the objective value by 1, the search process is very easy to get stuck into a local optimum where no feasible deleting move is possible. At this point, it seems very difficult to escape from the incumbent local optimum by applying only the above four basic move operators, even with the aid of tabu search. In order to overcome this drawback, we implement a new swap-vertex based move operator and combine it with the four basic move operators in a variable neighborhood mode.
As outlined in Algorithm 3, starting from a randomly constructed solution, we first try to improve it by the tabu search procedure described above, based on the four basic move operators. After that, the search enters into an enhanced local search phase, which combines the four basic move operators and the new swap-vertex move operator. Once no improvement is possible, the incumbent solution is perturbed to a new solution (using strong perturbation or weak perturbation), and then the search enters into a new round of tabu search followed by enhanced local search again. This process is repeated until the incumbent solution could not be further improved after a given number of (100 in this paper) consecutive rounds of solution initialization followed by tabu search and enhanced local search. More details are described below.
Swap-Vertex Based Move Operator Typically, the swap-vertex based move operator adds a vertex i /
∈ T to T and removes another vertex j ∈ T from T , leading to a new solution (the unfeasible moves should be discarded). This idea is natural, but to our best knowledge, until now the swap operator has not been well implemented in the field of Steiner tree problems, possibly due to its unreasonably high computational complexity. Indeed, at each iteration there are a
total of O(|V T |)×O(|V |−|V T |) ≤ O(n
2 ) possible swap moves. If we reconstruct a MST (using kruskal's algorithm with the aid of Fibonacci heap) after applying each swap-vertex move, the overall complexity would be O(n 2 ) × O(m + nlog n), being unaffordable for a local search based approach.
Fortunately, for the special instance with σ equals to zero (or nearly zero), the computations could be much simplified. Without loss of generality, we consider the case with uniform edge costs (σ = 0) at first. Obviously, in this case, if swapping vertex i / ∈ T and vertex j ∈ T leads to a feasible solution, the objective value would definitively decrease by r i − r j , because the consumed cost remains unchanged and the collected prize varies by r i − r j . Specifically, swapping two Steiner vertices would never change the objective value. Obviously, these computations are much easier, and could be realised in O(n 2 ) for all O(n 2 ) possible swap-vertex moves.
However, we have to consider three additional questions: (1) How to verify the solution feasibility after applying a swap-vertex move? (2) How to distinguish the feasible moves corresponding to the same objective difference (denoted by ∆ hereafter)? and (3) How to deal with the case if σ does not strictly equal to 0 (the edge costs slightly differ from each other)?
For the first question, using some novel data structures such as union find set and leftist heap (the detailed techniques are somewhat complex and omitted here, due to page limitation), the feasibility of all the O(n 2 ) possible swap-vertex moves could be examined within an overall complexity of O(mlog n) + O(m × |V T |) ≤ O(m × n) (unfeasible moves are discarded directly). This complexity seems high, but still remains affordable for sparse graphs (with O(m) ≈ O(n) ), especially when the solution is of small size (|V T | ≪ n).
The second question is much more difficult because there are usually a large number of swap-vertex moves corresponding to the same ∆ value (e.g., swapping any two Steiner vertices would lead to a ∆ = 0). Using the objective value as the evaluation function will not be able to guide the search since this evaluation function cannot distinguish neighboring solutions of the same objective value even if they can lead to different search trajectories and thus different local optima. In order to guide the search towards more promising search regions, relative to each feasible solution T , we define as follows an auxiliary function. Definition 1. For each vertex i ∈ V T , its special degree sd i is defined as the number of vertices belonging to V T which are directly reachable from i. Precisely, we say a vertex j ̸ = i is directly reachable from vertex i if c ij < ∞.
According to this definition, we observe that if sd i = 1, vertex i is only directly reachable from another vertex j ∈ V T , implying that once vertex j is removed from T , the resulting solution would become unfeasible.
Definition 2. The special degree sd(T) of a feasible solution T is defined as:
Intuitively, the lower the value of sd(T ), the larger opportunity to feasibly delete a vertex (thus improve the solution). Inspired by this idea, during the search process, we use the objective value f (T ) (Eq. (1)) as the main evaluation criterion, while adopt the special degree sd(T ) as an auxiliary evaluation criterion. We say T 1 dominates
, so as to distinguish the neighboring solutions with the same objective value. Fig. 3 shows the benefits of combining swap-vertex move operator with basic move operators, where sub-figure (a) is the input graph and (b) is an initial solution with total collected prize 30 and total consumed cost 4. The corresponding special degree of solution (b) is 2 (both vertex 1 and 3 have a special degree sd 1 = sd 3 = 1). Notice that solution (b) could not be further improved by the four basic move operators. However, if swap vertex 2 and 6 to get a new solution (c), although the objective value does not vary, the special degree of solution (c) decreases to 1 (only vertex 3 has a special degree sd 3 = 1). From this solution, we could feasibly delete vertex 4, to get an improved solution (d).
The final question related to the swap-vertex move operator is how to adapt it to instances with σ > 0. The main difficulty here is that the ∆ value after swapping vertices i and j no longer strictly equals to r i − r j (the total consumed cost may vary). If we choose to calculate ∆ exactly after swapping each pair of vertices, the complexity would become unaffordable again. Fortunately, we do not need to do so if σ is small enough (e.g., σ < 0.05), because in this case swapping two vertices generally only slightly changes the total consumed cost, being almost negligible compared to the overall objective value. This implies that once the customers to connect are fixed, the overall objective value still mainly depends on the number of used Steiner vertices. For this reason, we decide to solve the special instances in two different phases. The first phase is the tabu search procedure (regarding exactly the cost of each edge) described in Section 2.7, using the four basic move operators. The second phase is an enhanced local search procedure (described below), which combines the four basic move operators and the swap-vertex move operator, regardless the edge cost differences. These two phases complement each other.
Enhanced Local Search
Once the basic tabu search terminates, the search enter into an enhanced local search phase, which relies on a larger neighborhood by combining the four basic move operators and the swap-vertex based move operator in a variable mode. More precisely, at each iteration, the search process examines at first the neighboring solutions generated by the four basic move operators and accepts the first met improving solution, and then continues to the next iteration. If no improving is found, the search process examines again the neighboring solutions generated by swap-vertex move operator, and accepts the first met improving solution. To identify an improving solution, the objective value f (T ) is used as the main criterion, while the special degree sd(T ) is used as an auxiliary criterion to break ties.
For the sake of simplicity, we do not adopt tabu mechanism here, thus once no improving solution is found in both neighborhoods, this enhanced local search process terminates. After that, the search turns into a perturbation phase, which is detailed below.
Perturbation Strategies
In order to exploit a reasonable tradeoff between intensification and diversification, we develop again a weak perturbation operator and a strong perturbation operator respectively for the special instances. For weak perturbation, we randomly choose an vertex i / ∈ V T to insert into T at first, and then randomly swap |V T | pairs of Steiner vertices, while guaranteeing feasibility after each step. Adding a vertex before swapping is to increase the number of feasible swap moves, thus increase the opportunity to escape from the incumbent local optimum. The strong perturbation operator works almost the same. The only difference is several (randomly distributed between [3, 6] ) vertices are added before swapping, to enhance diversity. Note that we no longer use history information to guide the perturbation process, thus no frequency vector Z is needed here.
Algorithm for Solving Large Instances
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for solving Large instances
The best found solution 3: Let T denote the incumbent solution 4: while The stop condition is not met do 5:
T ← Simple Local Search(T ) 7: end while 8: 9: return The best found solution Unfortunately, due to our initial implementation choice, the above two algorithms in their present form are not able to solve large instances with more than 5000 vertices (our programs maintain several n × n matrices, leading to memory excess for large instances). In order to tackle the large instances, we implement alternatively a weaken version of iterated local search algorithm, which is able to find a feasible solution within reasonable time.
As outlined in Algorithm 4, starting from an initial solution randomly constructed by the method described in Section 2.5, the search calls a simple local search procedure to improve it to a local optimum, which examines the feasible neighboring solution (only considers insert vertex move and delete vertex move) in random order and iteratively accepts the first met improving solution, until no such solution exists in the whole neighborhood. After that, the search enters into a new round of solution initialization followed by local search again, until the stop criterion is met (e.g., the allowed time is elapsed).
Experimental Results
In this section, we report results obtained by K-TS on PCSPG, RPCST and SPG respectively. The proposed algorithm is coded in C language and executed on a machine with i3-2120 CPU (3.30 GHz) and 3.2 GB RAM (the score obtained after running the test script on our machine is 227.863466).
Results on the PCSPG
Currently there are 8 groups of PCSPG instances included by the 11th DIMACS challenge, among which 32 instances (4 instances from each group) are selected for the challenge. For each of these 32 instances, we independently run K-TS multiple times, until the allowed time (3600s for each instance) is elapsed. The results are reported in Table 1 , where the first three columns indicate the instance name, the number of vertices and edges of the graph. The following column indicates the optimal results (if applicable). The last three columns report the results obtained by our K-TS algorithm, including the historically found overall best solution (regardless of computation time, in order to indicate the discover ability of K-TS), the best solution found within 3600s for each instance, as well as the CPU time (in seconds) to reach the best (found within 3600s) solution. 
Results on the RPCST
Our K-TS algorithm could also be used to solve the rooted version of PCSPG (RPCST), just after very slight adaption (by assigning the fixed root vertex a high enough prize, to make sure it will always be spanned). Similarly, we test our K-TS algorithm on 29 RPCST instances selected by the 11th DIMACS challenge, using the same termination criterion for each instance. The obtained results are listed in Table 3 , where the meaning of each column is the same as in Table 1 . 
